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India is a diverse country not only in its culture and traditions and but also in its geography, wildlife
and biodiversity.  Travelers who love to be in the lap of nature and also passionate about wildlife,
India wildlife tours are great for them. India has plenty of exotic natural locations to visit, and several
national parks and wildlife sanctuaries where wild life enthusiasts get an opportunity to watch wild
animals and other rare species which are on the verge of extinction. Indian forests are ideal for
animal to live in specially jungles in Himalayan region and in the eastern states of India.

An India wildlife tour offers a fantastic opportunity to explore major national parks, bird sanctuaries
and Tiger reserves all across India. One will be amazed to experience diverse flora and fauna of
when they will actually have a visit to the Indian jungles and wildlife sanctuaries. Some of Indiaâ€™s
national parks and wildlife sanctuaries are world famous and every year millions of tourists come
over here in India and take India wildlife tours to discover flora and fauna of India, and these places
are Jim Corbett Park, Ramnagar (Uttarakhand), Kaziranga National Park (Assam), Ranthambore
National Park and Sariska National Park (last two are situated in Rajasthan state). Corbett Tiger
reserve and Sariska Tiger reserve are to great places to watch a Tiger in India, Royal Bengal Tiger
and Tigers with black marks on their entire body are very famous among Indian and International
tourists. Bird watching tours in India are also very famous at different bird sanctuaries.

On an Indian wildlife travel and tour one might have a glimpse of some of the most desired and rare
ae well wild animals such as Asiatic lion, Indian Ghariyals, Bengal Tigers, Red Panda and Indian
Elephants. Jim Corbett National Park is probably the most visited wildlife park of India by foreign
tourists and it is one of the oldest as well.  Jim Corbett Park is situated in Nainital district of
Uttarakhand State, this area falls in Himalayan region. Jeep safari and Elephant safari are quite
famous in Corbett and it houses around 600 bird species, 120 tree species, 55 mammals species
and 28 rattle species.

Sariska Tiger reserve and Park is another must visit wildlife sanctuary in India, Located in the Alwar
district of the state of Rajasthan. It is a popular place to sight a Tiger and that is why Sariska wildlife
tours are very famous among travelers. It gets the benefit of being near to the national capital Delhi.
Ranthambore National Park in Rajasthan is another place one should consider to visit to have
ultimate jungle experience. It is probably the largest national park India and it is popular for wild
species like leopard, Nilgai, wild boar, dhole, sambar, sloth bear, hyena, chital and last but of course
not the least Royal Bengal Tiger which is a beautiful animal but at same time an endangered one as
well. All in all India wildlife tours will be an out of the World experience for nature and jungle lovers
that you will never forget all your life.
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Dev Kumar - About Author:
Want to experience Indian Wildlife, find more about a India Wildlife Tours and the oldest wildlife park
of India a Jim Corbett Park.
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